There is no general understanding of correlation between verbal and nonverbal components in
communication, as well as in adequacy of its decoding by the recipient» (Shakhovskii, 2009: 33) . E.A. Vansiatsaia supports this idea, adding that «the verbal part of an utterance overlays the already expressed nonverbal one» (Vansiatskaia, 1999: 51) . has not been systematically described or even touched upon in some respects yet (Kreidlin, 2002: 6) . That is why studying the phenomenon of nonverbal communication should be considered one of the most important directions of modern linguistics.
Theoretical framework
In a broad sense, nonverbal communication in linguistics is understood as «communication without words through a variety of communication channels» (Ting-Toomey, 1999: 200) . Due to the possibility of using different channels of transferring information, nonverbal communication is usually understood as including the following subtypes: proxemics, sensorics, chronemics and kinesics, the elements of which (eye contact, facial expressions, gestures and posture) form one of the first visual semiotic systems adopted in ontogeny.
The article closely examines kinesics, the «visually perceived range of movements performing the expressive-regulatory function in communication» (Dmitrieva, 2001: 200) . Threats are supported by dynamic lunges towards the camera, waving a fist («We will let your children and your elderly cry, the same as we did in Yarmouk…») and even by showing the weapon in some cases («We will not stop and we will keep on fighting. And we will fight you and we will defeat you!»).
In this regard, the role of pantomimicry is also of great importance, since any change of it occurs spontaneously, being the direct reflection of the speaker's emotional state. It was noted that in all video recordings observed the speaker does not move around the filming area; during the whole speech he either stands or sits still. Irrespective of that, the terrorist has his shoulders widely straightened, the posture is always straight and the head is raised. According to psychologists, such a body position shows that an individual is confident (Glass: 67) . This is also 
